CUSTOM PERFECTOR®
Prescription Rx
Made from translucent silicone

LABIAL WIRE with Acrylic Shield for maximum control and retention.
- Cusp to Cuspid
- Cuspid to Bicuspid
- Other—indicate on drawing

SEATING SPRINGS for positive seating and increased retention.
- No
- Yes (Draw arrows to indicate location)

END APPLIANCE DISTAL TO
Appliance should cover all teeth to prevent super-eruption.
- First molars
- Second molars
- Other

HINGE AXIS
- Use average
- Tracing enclosed
- Headplate enclosed
- Articulated Set-up (See left column)

Note: Hinge-axis opening during construction should equal or surpass that of patient’s freeway space. This maximizes patient comfort, helps insure continuous seating of lower arch and encourages exercise wearing.

MOLDED AIRWAYS
- No
- Yes (Freeway space must be 2-3 mm)

LOWER ANTERIOR RELIEF
- Trim to allow for future use of lower Spring Aligner while wearing Perforator.
- Wax lingual of lower anteriors to allow for bonded 3-3 retainer.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

CENTRIC OCCLUSION BY
- Backs parallel
- Wax bite
- Lines on buccal surfaces of molars
- Other

RETURN CASE BY
- FedEX Ground
- FedEX 2 Day

MOBILES ENCLOSED
- Recent, appliances off
- Original
- Appliances on
- Completed set-up

PERFORATOR I mm

ARCH FORM
- Ideal (standard)
- Approx. same
- Straight arch

ARCH WIDTH
- Upper
- Same
- Expand mm Constrict mm
- Lower
- Same
- Expand mm Constrict mm

MODELS ENCLOSED
- Impressionsof enclosed

Impressions
- Appliances on
- Appliances on

OCCLUSAL PLANE
- Flat
- Curve of spee

IN CASE OF DISCREPANCY between upper and lower arches, I prefer:
- Good Cl. Molar relation
- Good Cl. Cuspid relation
- Space between cuspid/bicuspid
- Space between lateral/cuspid

OVERBITE
- Ideal (1-2 mm)
- Other

OVERJET
- Ideal (0 mm)
- Other

SPACES
- Leave space between
- Close all
- Compromise

RECENT, APPLIANCES OFF
- Completed set-up

PERFORATOR 1 mm
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